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VIAC – Questionnaire for Arbitrators 

1. Name: Alexander M. MALIK  

2. Citizenship:  Russian Federation 

3. Contact information: 
Address: Leninsky prospect 123-4-4,117513, Moscow,Russia  
Telephone: +7985 410 7471,  
Fax: +7495 959 0621 
E-Mail: alexandermalik@mail.ru  
Website:www.Малик Александр Михайлович  
LinkedIn:  

4. Current position: Emeritus professor of the Diplomatic academy, Moscow, 
Russia; visiting lecturer of international private law; Legal consultant of Association 
of Russia’s diplomats; Member of the executive board, International Union of 
Lawyers, Moscow, Russia;  

 

5. Education:  
 

1993- Post doctorate, international law Dpt. Diplomatic academy, Moscow, Russia; 
1981- post graduate, the Moscow State Institute (University) of International 
Relations, law faculty;  
1972 -  Moscow State Institute of Foreign Languages. 

 

6. Practiced experience in arbitration 
 How many arbitrations have you participated in (domestic/international); under 

which Rules? 
Ten, domestic courts of arbitration (Moscow, Orenburg); Rules UNCITRAL, 
Five, the Supreme Court of the Russia Federation (economic issues) 
One, International Commercial Arbitration Court at the Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry of the Russian Federation; 
One,German Institution of Arbitration. 
One. The Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce; 
One, The Shanghai court of arbitration, UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules 
One,Vienna International Arbitral Centre of the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber 

One, London Court of International Rules. 

 How often have you acted as Sole Arbitrator? 
7 cases (Standing court of arbitration at Russia’ Law academy of the Ministry of 
Justice of the Russian Federation); 
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 How often have you acted as Co-Arbitrator? 
 

 How often have you acted as Counsel? –since 1993 till now, 
physical and juridical persons, Russian and foreign. 
 

 How often have you acted in a different function (e.g. Administrative 
Secretary)?  

7. Publications and other activities in arbitration (e.g. training sessions, 
seminars, conferences, articles and others): 
-Council of Europe event on the European law, MGIMO, 2021 
- Iceland, Reykjavik-International Conference on effective dispute resolution 
for international business transaction, ICC arbitration- 2017 
- The All-Russia Forum on Reform of civil legislation- 2017, Moscow 

8. Membership in arbitral institutions / functions in arbitral 
institutions/organizations: International Commercial Court of arbitration at 
Russia’s Chamber of Commerce and Trade, 2003- till now 

-Crisis Situations Research Centre, Malta 
-Union of International Lawyers-executive board member, commission on 
international cooperation, 2003 –till now; 
- Association of Russia’s Diplomats, legal consultant (2010 –till now). 
9. Languages 

Mother tongue: Russian 

Working languages (i.e. languages in which you have both a spoken and written 
command so that you may conduct arbitral proceedings in this language):  

English (written, spoken-fluent); French (good);German (good). 

10. In which legal systems have you trained? – HIGHLIGHTED below 

 Civil Law  Common Law 

 Austrian Law  Hungarian Law  Swiss Law 

 Czech Law  Polish Law  Ukrainian Law 

 German Law   Slovakian Law  European Law  

Other –Russian Federation 

11. What is your main jurisdiction of practice? 

Russia, Germany, the UK, Malta, Switzerland 

12. In which jurisdictions are you admitted to the bar? 

Russian Federation (1994-);  
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Germany (1994-2007); 

13. Special expertise or specializations (please list a maximum of 
five):HIGHLIGHTED below 

 Damages  

Private Intern. Law 

Intellect. property (IP)  Public Intern. Law 

ISDS/ Foreign invest.  Joint ventures Sports 

 Commercial disp. / transactions, Contract law, Natural resources  

 
14. Date of birth: January 29,1949,  the Russian Federation 

 
VIAC offers arbitration practitioners the possibility to present themselves on its 
website. VIAC reserves the right to publish any presentations submitted and to 
remove it as the case may be. Parties are free to nominate an arbitrator of their choice 
and so is the VIAC Board when appointing an arbitrator. These presentations do not 
constitute recommendations but may assist the parties in choosing an arbitrator 
willing to conduct proceedings according to the Vienna Rules. The fact that an 
arbitration practitioner appears on this list, does not authorize this person to use the 
title "VIAC-arbitrator". 

 I have completed this questionnaire to the above to the best of my knowledge and 
believe they are accurate. 

 I hereby consent that the data provided in this questionnaire may be processed for 
the appointment of arbitrators and published by VIAC. This includes in particular 
publication on the website of VIAC as well as use in any presentations, etc. This 
consent may be withdrawn at any time by contacting VIAC at our general contacts, in 
particular by email addressed to office@viac.eu. The consequence of any such 
withdrawal will be that my data will no longer be processed by VIAC. For further 
information, see our privacy statement at http://www.viac.eu. 
 
June 8, 2021, Alexander MALIK 


